role of the entrance intermesh is reducing the curvature (in rolling direction) deviation of leveled sheet, and the exit intermesh is to adjust average curvature to zero.
3) Therefore, the major problem in roller leveling process to be found is the entrance intermesh value that is sufficient for removing curvature deviation within the incoming sheet. And, the curvature deviation within a leveled sheet is mainly due to improper condition of entrance intermesh values of leveler for removing the deviation of curvature in incoming sheet at each length and width position.
In the case of tension leveling, there have been some attempts in order to determine the optimal process condition for leveling. In these works, in order to predict the curvature of strip during leveling process, both experimental and analytical models are presented. In the experimental models, [4] [5] [6] the curvature of strip is explicitly defined by the mechanical properties, thickness of the strip, the roll intermesh, the roll pitch, and the applied tension. On the other hand, some simplified analytical models 7, 8) have also been presented, but only a few are based on finite element analysis. Yoshida and Urabe 9) proposed a computer aided process design based on the finite element method. They used the steady finite element analysis and the constitutive model of cyclic elastic-plasticity to describe accurately the cyclic behavior of strips. In order to determine the optimal process condition for roller leveling, there have been few attempts. Kano 10) recently analyzed roller leveling by using finite element method. His formulation considered large deformation of sheet and treated contact conditions by iteratively to meet geometric constraint. Strip was modeled by using 6 layers of 4-node plane strain element with selective reduced integration, and rolls were treated as rigid segments. He compared the curvature of strip during leveling and residual curvature obtained from finite element analysis to the strip curvature obtained from Misaka 4) model, and showed that that model is not proper for roller leveling analysis. But modeling of thin sheet by continuum element requires large number of element and there are some problems in treating plastic bending accurately.
In order to find the tension leveling condition for wavy sheet, Hira 11) used virtually divided strip model for the sheet with different initial length for each divided strip according to the initial steepness of sheet. This virtually divided strip model assumes that the interaction between divided strips is negligible. In the case of roller leveling, applied tension is negligibly lower than tension leveling and the major deformation mode is only bending, the interaction between divided strips is less than tension leveling. Therefore, this model will be useful for investigating the optimum condition of roller leveler for removing blanking bow.
In this study for analyzing the optimum condition for blanking bow control by roller leveler, the virtually divided strip model is adopted. In the procedure, a sheet before leveling is slit into several segments as shown in Fig. 1(c) , to measure the curvature of each segment. Then, investigated is the deformation of three segments-those showing the maximum curvature either upward or downward, and also a segment showing an intermediate value-during leveling. After leveling, the differences of residual curvature between leveled strips are used as the measure of blanking bow defects. As a tool for analyzing these processes, such as flattening initially curved strip, leveling and spring-back, effectively, a finite element program has been developed. This program for elastic-plastic large deformation analysis of sheet during leveling includes spring-back algorithm as well as special contact treatment between sheet and rolls and integration of stress along thickness direction.
After a brief introduction of finite element procedure, some verification and analysis results are followed. In order to apply the developed roller leveling analysis program for blanking bow problems, three virtually divided plane-strain strips with different initial curvatures are analyzed at different entrance intermesh values. The optimum intermesh values for removing the curvature deviation of three sheets to zero are found and the results are verified by the experiment. Furthermore, the effect of roller leveling conditions on residual stress are analyzed and proved by experiment.
Analytical Procedures for Modeling Roller Leveling Process

Description of Geometry
The strip is modeled by the 3-dimensional shell element for accurate description of bending effect. However, the problems analyzed in this paper may be assumed as plane strain, so that one coordinate direction is constrained by boundary conditions. The geometry and displacement of 4-node shell element are described by the method generally used in degenerated shells such as Hughes. 12) The mapping between reference and real coordinate is described in Fig.  2 . The geometry of a typical shell element is defined by using the position vector of a point in the middle surface, which is defined by two-dimensional shape functions (for x and h) and associated nodal point coordinates, and a position vector based at a point in the middle surface that defines the 'fiber direction (z)' through the point.
Lamina surface is defined as z fixed, and fiber direction is the line defined as x, h fixed. The fibers are not generally perpendicular to the lamina surface. The kinematics of the shell element is also defined by invoking the iso-parametric hypothesis. The displacement vector of a generic point of the shell is defined by the displacement of a point on the middle surface, which is interpolated from the displacement vector of the nodal point, and the fiber displacement, which is computed from the displacement of unit fiber vector. The number of nodal variables (degree of freedom) of a node in shell elements in global coordinate system was six, three displacement and 3 rotation increments. The rotation increment vector in global coordinate system (Dq a ) is related with the displacement of the unit fiber vector through vector product with the unit fiber vector.
Constitutive Equations
Elastic-plastic rate constitutive equations are used in this research. Considering a rate type constitutive equation regarding large deformation for Prantl-Reuss theory, [13] [14] [15] the relationship between the stress rate and strain rate can be represented as following Eq. (1). In developing a discrete algorithm based upon above rate type constitutive equation, the Eq. (1) is written with respect to the lamina coordinate system at time t (nϩ1) . Furthermore, the stress components at time t (n) are defined with respect to the t (n) lamina system and that s n 33 ϭ0. The stress components at time t (n) is transformed by the rotation vector of the material particle relative to the laminar basis and then the co-rotational stress increments are computed from Eq. (1) (3) in which W is the spin tensor, Dt is the time increment and Q is the incremental transformation tensor between lamina bases (from lamina at t (n) to lamina at t
). This algorithm is the same as Hughes 17) and it is incrementally objective for laminar system that is rotating with the mid plane of the sheet. For imposing the plane stress condition for shell element, Eq. (4) is also used. Under the Mises yield criterion and the associated flow rule, return mapping 18, 19) algorithms (elastic predictor radial return) are used as integration scheme, and the consistent tangent operator to this nonlinear incremental model derived by Simo 18, 19) is used for improving convergence of Newton scheme.
Finite Element Model for the Analysis of the Nonsteady Plastic Deformation of the Sheet Material
The non-steady state finite element analysis is carried out in order to analyze the effect of deformation due to the initial curvature and processing on the spring back phenomenon. Updated Lagrangian formulation 13) is adopted, since the elastic-plastic constitutive equation that treats incremental displacement based on the present state is used. Considering a deforming work piece V with the traction t i prescribed on S t i of the surface S t and the displacement u i ϭū i prescribed on S u i of the surface S u except the contact interface. Let S c be the remainder of the surface and assume that S c represents the roll-sheet contacting interface. The friction in the contacting surface between sheet and roll is ignored by assuming that friction might be negligible. As described in Fig. 3 , after just finished up to the i-th iteration of n-th time step or the iteration cycle (n, i), to solve for time step tϭt (nϩ1) , the governing equation, with neglecting body force and inertia effects, for (n, iϩ1) with reference to the fictitious configuration (n, i) is set up as follows.
The reference state zϭt (n, i) is some fictitious time unless the corresponding configuration k (n, i) is an equilibrium configuration. T z ij is the nominal stress (1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress) based on tϭz, n i z is the unit normal vector of the surface S z t i , and n z m i is the unit normal vector of contacting master (roll) surface. Traction and displacement boundary conditions are imposed as boundary conditions.
The roll (master) surfaces are modeled by finite elements, due to its relative consistent treatment of contact between sheet and rolls. The algorithm proposed by Benson 20) is adopted for contact search. An interface model for thin shells reported by Zhong 21) is adapted for incorporating the fact that the contact only occurs on the physical boundary of a shell element, not on its reference surface or mid plane. Regarding the evaluation of the nodal contact force, the normal vector drawn normal to the roll surface at contact- ing point (which is n m i in Eq. (6)) is used when evaluating its magnitude, while the normal vector drawn normal to the sheet at contacting node (which is n j in Eq. (6)) is used when evaluating its direction. Such a mixed treatment of a normal vector is adopted to improve the convergence characteristics of a contact problem. 20, 22) Then, the force applied on the contacting slave node can be obtained as in Eq. (6).
...... (6) Where k is the contact stiffness coefficient or penalty parameter, the reference state zϭt (n, i) , and h is the sheet thickness.
By applying stress increment equation,
, and the divergence theorem to weak form of governing equation, the following relation is obtained for all kinematical admissible displacement w j where zϭt For incorporating constitutive equations, the following relation 13, 16) with the objective (Jaumann) increment of stress are introduced. This equation is true in the case that reference state is the same as present state, ..... (8) Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7), and considering a tangent modulus consistent with the radial return algorithm, 18, 19) 
, the finite element procedure are formulated as Eq. (9) The element under consideration is the 4-node bilinear quadrilateral. For overcoming locking problems in shell element, selective reduced integration 12) for transverse shear strain term is used.
Spring-back Analysis
At the end of the leveling process, the external force due to tractions and contact boundaries is given as Eq. (10). ......... (10) Where the superscript f represents the final leveling time step. Note that the values of all the terms having 'f ' can be obtained from simulation.
During unloading, the final external force, described by Eq. (10), should be reduced to zero. Assuming that unloading is performed gradually, a parameter a is introduced, as follows: Note that, when aϭ1, the spring back solution is achieved. Starting from aϭ0, a is increased by 0.2 at each unloading step, which take five steps to obtain the springback solution. The gradual unloading strategy is adopted in the present investigation, since one step unloading strategy often fails to achieve solution convergence, especially when the elastic recovery involves a large rotation.
Verification with Leveling Experiment for Residual Curvature and Residual Stress
In order to verify the finite element procedure implemented in this paper, a simple leveling experiments are conducted at laboratory. The number of rolls in roller leveler is five and the axes of roll are supported by bearings to minimize frictional effect. Schematic illustration of the test apparatus and experimental conditions are shown in Fig. 4 . Experiments are done by 4 kinds of sheets at two different intermesh values. The mechanical properties of specimens are listed in Table 1 and the stress-strain relations around yield stress are shown in 
( ) simulation, sheet is modeled by shell element with 0.5 mm length and total length of sheet modeled was 300 mm. Rolls are modeled by 0.47 mm segment length. Number of integration point in thickness direction for shell element is nine for accurate consideration of plastic deformation. Figure 6 presents simulation processes for A-sheet at entrance and exit intermesh values of 3.17 mm, and 1.83 mm, respectively: clamping of sheet in the roller leveler, drawing to 190 mm length with no applied back tension and spring-back. The 35 mm length part of the sheet between rectangular and circle mark in Fig. 6 is used for residual curvature computation after spring back. These simulation results are compared with experimental results by the curvature of steadily deformed part of the sheet in Table 2 and Fig. 7 . Predicted residual curvatures by finite element method are within 20 % error range of the curvature measured by experiment. Figure 8 is the shape of sheet unloaded after drawing 350 mm length, and Fig. 9 is the predicted strip shape unloaded after 190 mm drawing for two sheet, A and C, for two different intermesh conditions. The strip shape and curvature between experiment and simulation has almost the same tendency for all testing conditions. Though there is some difference between experiment and simulated results, the results are not bad if the difficulty in the experiment and the measurement of spring-back with thin sheet is considered. For computing the residual (in-plane, length directional normal) stress distribution along thickness, in detail, Roberts 23) method with the computed curvature at each roll from the sheet shape predicted by finite element method is used. Kano 10) also predicted residual stress of leveled sheet by the same procedure. The residual stress distribution of incoming sheet and leveled sheet are measured experimentally by the surface removing method 24) for verifying the analysis results. Figure 10 presents the experimentally measured residual stress before and after leveling process, and the residual stress distribution predicted by the curvature obtained from the finite element simulation. The simulated and experimental residual stress distributions are nearly the same, and it is possible to say that the prediction of residual stress change during leveling process by computed curvature of sheet during leveling is possible with reasonable accuracy.
Analysis of Roller Leveling Process and Optimization of Operating Conditions for Removing Blanking Bow
Roller Leveling Process Modeling for Controlling
Blanking Bow Two types of roller leveler in real production lines, described in Fig. 11 , are analyzed, one roller leveler has 13 rolls of 68 mm diameter and the other has 15 rolls of 58 mm diameter. In roller leveling technology, one of the most important problem is "what is the entrance intermesh value that is suitable for removing curvature deviation of incoming sheet", because the exit intermesh is generally adjusted from near zero value to optimum level during operation for setting average curvature of leveled sheet to be flat.
Since the analysis program is formulated for 3-dimensional problems, proper boundary conditions are imposed for plane-strain deformation of strip, which is one of the virtually divided segments of a sheet. Note that, when using the virtually divided strip model, a sheet before leveling is slit into several segments having different curvatures, as shown in Fig. 1(c) , and investigated is the variation of the curvature of each segment during leveling. A segment (or a strip) with a specific curvature is assumed to have enough length for obtaining steady-state deformation region after drawing. Modeled strip length is 1 100 mm and element number is 2 000 with 0.55 mm length of element. The measured curvature of each strip after slitting is considered as the initial curvature of each strip. Rolls, considered as rigid, are modeled only in contacting region with strip and length of roll element is 0.91 mm for 58 mm diameter roll and 1.07 mm for 68 mm diameter roll.
For measuring the distribution of curvature in a sheet, the sheet specimens are sheared (280ϫ15 mm) at 5 different positions along the width as shown in Fig. 12 . The curvatures of each strip are calculated from the coordinate of 4-points of the strip under non-restricted condition, standing the strip by sheared (thickness) face on the section paper above the non-magnetized surface table as suggested by Matoba.
2) The deviation of curvature in incoming and leveled strip is summarized in Fig. 13 . Strip shape before leveling shows that curvature deviation in the sheet, occurred at the upstream, exist and the maximum curvature difference of strips within a sheet before leveling is about 0.7 under 5 mm entrance and 0 mm exit intermesh at B-Line roller leveler. Initial curvature is assigned to part of sheet to be leveled under steady state deformation. Generally the strip before leveling is flattened to zero curvature due to the weight of sheet and constraint by processing roll arrangement, therefore incoming sheet should be flattened, though the sheet has some curvature in unconstrained condition. In this research, the initial curvature of strip is flattened by small tension, 19.6 MPa, which is enough for straightening initial curvature assumed here, and apply intermesh and level by drawing the strip. After 590 mm drawing, deformed length under steady state condition reached about 100 mm, which is enough for evaluation of curvature after spring back, spring back analysis is performed. Figure 16 shows the deformation of a strip during leveling. Contact between the strip and roll is found to occur at an upstream point (before passing the vertical line drawn from the roll center), except the first roll where the point of contact is found at a downstream position, and maximum curvatures of sheet at contacting points are less than the curvature of roll due to the strip stiffness. Figure 17 shows the curvatures of sheet during leveling for two entrance in- termesh conditions, (a) is 3 mm and (b) is 5 mm case. Curvatures of sheet are monotonically decreasing as sheet contact with rolls from entrance to exit of roller leveler. The curvature of sheet is less than the roll curvature, and it shows that sheet curvature was strongly affected by the leveler entrance intermesh. Figure 18 (a) presents the curvature of sheet after leveling with three different initial curvatures at A-Line roller leveler, its roll diameter is 68 mm and number of roll is 13. The difference in residual curvature of sheet is reduced to zero when entrance intermesh was more than 6 mm. Considering the average curvature of sheet and some safety factor, the suitable entrance intermesh value for removing blanking bow defects in A-Line roller leveler is 7 mm. By comparing this results and the non-uniform curvature distribution of leveled sheet in Fig. 13 , 5 mm entrance intermesh for A-Line leveler is small for removing non-uniform curvature in a sheet. This is the cause of blanking bow defects of sheet leveled in this roller leveler. After increasing the entrance intermesh of this leveler to 7 mm, no blanking bow defects is claimed from customer. Figure 18(b) shows the results of curvature of sheet after leveling for three different initial curvatures at B-type roller leveler, which has 15 rolls and diameter of each roll is 58 mm. Suitable entrance intermesh for considered incoming sheet is predicted as 5 mm. Figure 19 is the curvature distribution of incoming and leveled sheet at B-Line roller leveler at 6 mm entrance intermesh value. The non-uniform curvature of incoming sheet was leveled to the same curvature. By comparing with the simulated results in Fig. 18(b) , experimental results shown in Fig. 19 could be explained and the entrance intermesh value used in this operation is sufficient for removing blanking bow defects.
Analysis Results
Prediction of Residual Stress and Comparison with Experiment
From the results of finite element simulation of roller leveling, curvature of sheet at each roll is obtained. These curvatures of sheet are used for the numerical analysis of bending-unbending process and the residual stresses are predicted and compared with experimental results. This procedure is explained in Sec. 3 and almost the same as Kano 10) 's approach. The measurement of the residual stress distributions in a strip revealed that the distributions are almost identical regardless of the position of the strip in the sheet before slitting, and that, as reported by Matoba, 25) they may be approximated by a parabolic curve, with 74 MPa at the center and Ϫ147 MPa at the strip surface. Figure 20 is the distribution of the equivalent plastic strain and residual stress along thickness. Defining an affected region as the part where the fluctuation of the residual stress occurs, it may be seen from Fig. 20 that the affected region coincides with the plastically deformed zone. The result indicates that by measuring the residual stress distributions, the plastically deformed zone may be determined. The affected region is found to be increasing with the increase of the entrance intermesh, as shown in Fig. 21 . It is also noted that with the increase of the affected region, the peak residual stress is decreasing, clearly indicating the effect of the entrance intermesh, not only on the blanking bow but also on the residual stress.
At the same entrance intermesh condition (5 mm) for two different levelers, the distributions of predicted residual stress are compared in Fig. 22 . The affected region of residual stress is 35 % of thickness for A-Line and 45 % of thickness for B-Line leveler. It is found that the roll diameter is also an important factor on the leveler and the affected region of residual stress near surface was an important indication of leveling conditions. 
Conclusion
For the analysis of roller leveling process and application to controlling blanking bow defects in thin steel sheets, a finite element analysis program modeling large deformation of shell element has been developed. This program was verified by the simple leveling experiment using 5 rolls at laboratory. The residual curvatures of strips predicted by finite element analysis were within 20 % error range of the experimental results, and the residual stress distribution of leveled sheet was predicted, with reasonable accuracy, by using the curvature of sheet near the contacting point with rolls during leveling and numerical analysis of bending-unbending process.
Virtually divided strip model is applied in order to find the conditions for removing blanking bow defects. An optimum entrance intermesh condition, that could remove the deviation of curvature in incoming sheets, for two types of roller leveler are found by finite element simulation of initially curved sheet. The maximum difference in curvatures of incoming sheets at roller leveler is measured and reflected in the initial curvature of strip. The curvature difference of strips after leveling is decreased as increasing the entrance intermesh of roller leveler, and the predicted optimum intermesh value for removing blanking bow is affected by the roll diameter and arrangement. The experimental results are consistent with the optimum intermesh values obtained by applying virtually divided strip model for blanking bow. It is also found that the residual stress distributions after leveling are markedly affected by the intermesh condition. It is expected that, via more process simulation, a relation between the affected region of residual stress and the intermesh condition can be determined, which may also be used in tracing backward the intermesh condition that a sheet product has received.
